ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
GENERAL ASSEMBLY

FIFTY-SECOND SESSION

BILL NO.  52-64

INTRODUCED BY: ORLANDO  SECONDED BY: VANHUYSE

A RESOLUTION TO:  Advocate REHS to fund the continued development and addition of exercise equipment throughout the residence halls

THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY ENACT:

WHEREAS,  15,000 students live on campus each year; and, Residence Education and Housing Services (REHS) provides a limited number of basic exercise equipment, much of which are poorly conditioned or inoperative; and,

WHEREAS,  a large proportion of residents utilize the equipment for convenience, as well as providing an alternative to purchasing an IM membership; and,

WHEREAS,  the exhaustion of these services by residents yields an excessive wait time, which can hinder efficient time-management; and,

WHEREAS,  the lack of fully-functioning or operational equipment presents a safety concern; and,

WHEREAS,  the MSU's On-Campus Housing Handbook states that Health and Wellness is a Pillar of REHS values. In addition, the Healthy Campus Initiative is seeking to expand resources in the neighborhoods; and,

WHEREAS,  a development of varied, new exercise equipment across all neighborhoods can circumvent the majority of these issues and meet resident's needs; therefore be it,

RESOLVED,  the Associated Students of Michigan State University advocate REHS to provide financial assistance to further develop exercise equipment throughout the residence halls.
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